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Abstract

Previous research, yielding retrospective measures, found that reminders of a traumatic event can 

lead to increased psychological dissociation (Kosloff, Solomon, Greenberg, Cohen, Gershuny, 

Routledge, Pyszczynski, 2006). In our current study, we attempted to replicate these findings in 

real-time, rather than retrospectively. We assessed whether watching a 9/11 video heightens 

psychological dissociation relative to a control condition. We also examined whether the use of 

fantasy in a mental imagery task reduces the need for psychological dissociation. Additionally, 

we examined the potential moderation of the predicted effects of the 9/11 video on dissociation 

by several individual difference factors: American identification, frequency of death thoughts, 

and fantasy proneness. The results supported our predictions that watching the 9/11 video, as 

opposed to the control video, would led to less vividness of mental imagery, more dissociation, 

and more death-thought accessibility. However, the mental imagery task did not reduce 

dissociation or death thought accessibility, as we originally predicted.

Dissociative Responses to 9/11 and Potential Moderating Factors
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As a species, humans are both similar to and different from other animals in several 

important ways.  Basic needs, such as food and water, and primal instincts, such as the desire to 

ensure survival of the self and species, are shared by all animals (Greenberg, Solomon, & 

Pyszczynski, 1997).  However, the cognitive complexity which allows humans to regulate their 

behavior separates them from other species (Becker, 1962; Greenberg et al., 1997).  Due to the 

development of self-awareness and self-reflection humans can delay behavior in order to reflect 

on the past and think about the future during decision making (Greenberg et al., 1997).  These 

cognitive complexities are both a blessing and a burden. Self-awareness has undoubtedly aided 

in the success of the species as it allows humans to maximize their probability of survival.  

However, the awareness of one’s own mortality, combined with the innate propensity for self-

preservation, also creates the potential for paralyzing anxiety and fear (Becker, 1973; Greenberg 

et al., 1997).

According to Terror Management Theory (TMT; Greenberg et al., 1997), one way 

humans manage this fear is through the creation of and adherence to cultural worldviews.  These 

culturally contingent beliefs give order and meaning to the world by providing standards for 

what is right, just, and valued within a society.  As explained by Greenberg et al. (1997), 

adherence to cultural worldviews acts as a buffer to the anxiety one feels about his/her own 

mortality by increasing feelings of security and self-esteem.  These beliefs are humanly created 

and have evolved over time through the development of culture (Greenberg et al., 1997).  Since 

knowledge of these worldviews is not innate, it must be learned through experience and 

interaction.  This socialization process begins at birth and continues through adulthood.       
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 To alleviate the anxiety caused by contemplating one’s inevitable death, humans adhere 

to cultural worldviews to obtain literal and symbolic immortality (Greenberg et al., 1997).  

Literal immortality is the belief that one has an immortal soul, an actual continuation of existence 

beyond one’s physical death (Greenberg et al., 1997). Symbolic immortality is gained from what 

people do during their lives and the legacy they leave behind.  Children, culturally valued 

achievements, and identification with entities larger than the self, are possible sources of 

symbolic immortality (Greenberg et al., 1997). 

Typically, adherence to these worldviews allows humans to effectively handle the 

awareness of their inevitable death.  However, these defenses may not be adequate to handle the 

increased potential of anxiety and fear brought on by particularly traumatizing events (Gershuny 

& Thayer, 1999; Herman, 1997; Janoff-Bulman, 1992).  Events such as the September 11, 2001 

attacks on the World Trade Center and Pentagon, not only forced Americans to confront the 

realization of their own mortality, but also to question the American worldview of being a strong 

and powerful country (Kosloff, Solomon, Greenberg, Cohen, Gershuny, Routledge, Pyszczynski, 

2006). Such events strip individuals of the protection previously given by the worldview, 

rendering them even more vulnerable to paralyzing fear.

In the event that people cannot rely on cultural worldviews for protection from death-

related concerns, individuals may find it necessary to use a psychological defense known as 

dissociation (Gershuny & Thayer, 1999; Herman, 1997; Janoff-Bulman, 1992).  Dissociation 

occurs when people psychologically extract or separate themselves from a threatening situation 

and the thoughts and emotions associated with it.  Currently, we are interested in identifying 
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alternative strategies for coping with reminders that we are fragile, physical creatures.  This is 

important because while dissociation can be beneficial by temporarily allowing an individual to 

not be overwhelmed by a threatening situation, dissociative responses can lead to psychological 

concerns in the long-run (Griffin, Resick, & Mechanic, 1997; Ozer, Best, Lipsey, & Weiss, 2003; 

van der Kolk, 1987; van Ijzendoorn & Schuengel, 1996; Zweig-Frank, Paris, & Guzder, 1994).  

Specifically, if people distance themselves from their immediate perceptions and emotions, they 

potentially will never work through those responses in a healthy way.  

In this research, we examined whether fantasy, defined as mentally imagining the self in a 

different reality, reduces the need for psychological dissociation. While fantasies can involve an 

infinite number of topics, flying fantasies are of particular interest because they have been 

observed universally throughout time and across cultures (Ogilvie, 2003).  As humans, we are 

bound by the laws of nature and the knowledge of our inevitable death.  Flying, however, 

represents the defiance of nature and when used as a defense against mortality concerns, flying 

fantasies may offer security through an increased sense of invulnerability and immortality 

(Ogilvie, 2003). 

Empirical Background and Hypotheses

In 2006, Kosloff et al. published findings from two studies supporting a casual link      

between death-related concerns and dissociation.   In these studies, reported levels of               

retrospective dissociation in response to 9/11 related reminders were higher among participants 

in a mortality salience condition compared to those in an exam salient condition (Kosloff et al., 

2006).  In this study we attempted to see if dissociation would occur in real-time, but it did not 
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because the content of the 9/11 video in and of itself was a potent reminder of death and thus 

created a  ceiling effect.  In our current study we wanted to confirm that the 9/11 video evoked 

death-related concerns, so we assessed whether watching the 9/11 video heightens death thought      

accessibility.  Our primary prediction, though, was that heightened dissociation in response to the 

9/11 film would be eliminated if individuals engaged in a fantasy task, because evidence       

suggests that flight fantasies are a deeply routed source of psychological comfort.  In a study 

examining the effects of fantasy flights, Cohen, Sullivan. Solomon, Ogilvie, Greenberg, and 

Pyszczynski (2008) found that the need to use a worldview defense in response to mortality    

salience was eliminated if participates first imagined themselves flying.  After reviewing these 

findings, we wanted to see if the same flight fantasy imagery could be used to reduce the need to 

dissociate after viewing the 9/11 video. 

Additionally, we were interested in examining potential moderation of the predicted    

effect of 9/11 video on dissociation by several different factors.  We assessed several individual 

difference factors on a mass survey completed several weeks prior to participation.  These factors 

were American identification, frequency of death thoughts, and fantasy proneness.  Participants 

rated on a 1-to-9 scale how important their identification as an American was (1=not at all 

important, 9= extremely important).  We expected to see a positive correlation between           

importance of identification as an American and dissociation among participants in the 9/11 

condition.  As discussed earlier, symbolic immortality can be attained by identifying with an   

entity larger than the self, such as a country (Greenberg et al., 1997).  Consistent with this idea, 

we reasoned that if participants’ identification as Americans is extremely important, they may 
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find a reminder of the 9/11 attacks to be more threatening and therefore experience higher levels 

of dissociation. 

We also examined the potential moderating role of frequency of death thoughts.          

Participants were asked on a 1-to-8 point scale how often thoughts about their own death crossed 

their mind (1=never, 8=several times a day).  We hypothesized a negative correlation between 

frequency of death thoughts and dissociation in response to the 9/11 film in that the more often 

participants thought about their own death, the less dissociation they would experience after the 

film.  We expected frequent thoughts about one’s own death to have a habituating, desensitizing 

effect making participants who think about their death more frequently less threatened by the 

activation of memories associated with prior traumatic event.  If they think of death often, then 

thinking of an event involving death should be less threatening. If they felt less threatened, they 

would have a reduced need to dissociate in response to the 9/11 video.

Finally, we considered moderation by absorption proneness.  Participants were asked to 

respond on a 7-point scale (1=strongly disagree, 7=strongly agree) how much they agreed with 

statements such as “If I wish, I can imagine (or daydream) some things so vividly that they hold 

my attention as a good movie or story does” and “Sometimes I step outside my usual self and 

experience an entirely different state of being.”  Summing and averaging their responses to these 

10 questions, created a absorption proneness score that reflected participants’ ability to vividly 

imagine different scenarios.  Absorption proneness could be an important moderator of           

dissociation because of the mental imagery task used in this study. Imagining to fly may be easier 

for someone who strongly agrees with these questions. Likewise, someone who lacks the ability 
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to absorb themselves in fantasy, may not be able to imagine themselves flying and therefore 

would not get the predicted benefits of fantasy in regards to dissociation. We expect that 

absorption proneness scores will be negatively correlated with dissociation. 

Method

Participants. Students at the University of Arizona (N = 42; 32 women and 10 men) were 

randomly assigned in a 2 (video: 9/11 vs. central park) x 2 (type of mental imagery task: fantasy 

vs. no fantasy) factorial design.

Materials and Procedure.  Participants signed up for the experiment through a university 

website. The study was listed as “Media Psychology” and once in the lab participants were told 

we were looking at the connection between how different people think about various types of 

films and how they mentally imagine different sorts of situations. Each participant entered a   

private cubicle. The experimenter visited each cubicle and while preparing the computer         

explained that a film would be randomly selected and begin automatically after pressing enter on 

the keyboard. Then, once the film finished, the computer would guide them through some mental 

imagery tasks and several questionnaires. The participants were given headphones to wear and 

the lights were turned off when the experimenter left.

Half of the participants watched a 8:42 minute video containing images from the        

September 11, 2001 attacks on the world trade center in New York, while the other half watched 

a 7:54 minute control video containing images from central park in New York. After the video, 

participants engaged in a mental imagery task involving fantasy (imagining flying) or no fantasy. 

During the mental imagery task, participants in the fantasy condition were asked to “Visualize 
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yourself flying above a lush green mountain. Consider carefully each picture that comes before 

your mind’s eye.”  Participants were then asked to focus on four specific images (trees ruffling as 

they soar above the mountain, snowcapped mountains springing up all around as they fly above, 

a valley below visible while hovering above, a river running through the valley) for 10-15      

seconds each.  Participants in the no fantasy conditioned focused on the same four images, but 

where asked to visualize themselves viewing the scenery through binoculars as opposed to 

flying. The participants rated how vividly they were able to imagine each image on a 5 point 

scale (1 = not at all vivid, 5 = extremely vivid).  

Next, participants completed a modified version of the Peritraumatic Dissociative 

Experiences Questionnaire (PDEQ; Marshall, Orlando, Jaycox, Foy, & Belzberg, 2002).  The 

PDEQ is designed to assess the amount of dissociation participants are experiencing by asking 

them to provide ratings on a scale of 1 to 5 of how much they agree with 8 statements, including 

“Things seem to be happening in slow motion (very slowly)” and “What is happening doesn’t 

seem real, like I am in a dream or watching a movie” (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree).

To measure death thought accessibility, participants were presented with 26 word-fragments, 

each of which was missing two letters.  Six of the 26 word-fragments could be completed as 

death words (i.e. GRA_ _, GRAVE).

Results

Vividness.  We averaged the vividness scores reported during the mental imagery task and 

subjected this composite to a one-way (9/11 vs. CP) analysis of variance (ANOVA).  This 

analysis showed that 9/11 participants reported significantly lower levels of vividness during the 
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mental imagery task (M = 10.82, SD = 3.38) than did Central Park control participants (M = 

13.70, SD = 3.25), F(1, 38 ) = .008, p < .05. 

Dissociation. The 8 items on the PDEQ showed high reliability (α = .86), so we averaged them 

together and subjected this composite to a one-way (9/11 vs. CP) analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

This analysis showed that 9/11 participants reported significantly higher levels of dissociation (M 

= 2.39, SD = 0.87) than did Central Park control participants (M = 1.83, SD = 0.60), F(1, 38 ) = .

021, p < .05. These dissociation effects were not moderated by our flying condition1. There was a 

negative though not significant association between vividness of mental imagery and 

dissociation in the 9/11 condition (r= -.30, p>.05); no hint of this association was found in the 

Central Park condition (r= .06, p>.05).

Death thought accessibility.  We summed the total number of death-related completions and 

subjected these sums to a one-way (9/11 vs. CP) analysis of variance (ANOVA). This revealed 

that 9/11 participants showed significantly higher death thought accessibility (M = 2.59, SD = 

1.01) than Central Park control participants (M = 1.85, SD = 1.23), F(1, 38 ) = .038, p < .05. 

Also, a significant negative correlation between vividness of mental imagery and death thought 

accessibility was seen in the 9/11 condition (r= -.43, p<.05), but not the Central Park condition, 

(r= -.28, p>. 05). A within-cell correlation found a trend of positive correlation between 

dissociation and death thought  accessibility in the 9/11 condition (r=.38, p>.05).

 American identification.  No significant interactions were achieved when American 

identification scores were subjected to a one-way (9/11 vs. CP) analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

However, within-cell correlations looked very different at levels of the video manipulation, with 
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a nonsignificant positive correlation (r=.30, p>.05) between American Identification and 

dissociation in the 9/11 condition but no sign of any association between these variables in the 

CP condition (r=-.002, p>.05). 

 Death thought frequency. No significant interactions were achieved when death thought 

frequency ratings were subjected to a one-way (9/11 vs. CP) analysis of variance (ANOVA).  

However, the within-cell correlations looked different at levels of the video manipulation, with a 

marginal positive correlation (r=.37, p=.09) between death frequency and dissociation in the 9/11 

condition, but a nonsignificant positive association between these variables in the CP condition 

(r=.12, p>.05).

 Absorption proneness. There was no significant interaction between video (9/11 and CP) 

and absorption proneness. Although the within-cell correlations looked different at levels of the 

video manipulation, with a nonsignificant positive correlation (r=.26, p=.23) between Absorption 

Proneness and dissociation in the 9/11 condition, but a marginal positive association between 

these variables in the CP condition (r=.43, p=07). 

Discussion

The results supported our predictions that watching the 9/11 film, opposed to the central 

park film, would lead to less vividness of mental imagery, more dissociation, and more death-

thought accessibility. We believe the decrease in vividness of mental imagery during the flight 

and grounded task may have been a byproduct of dissociation.  The results, however, did not 

support our prediction that participants in the fantasy condition would report less death thought 

accessibility. In fact, the flying condition resulted in increased death thought accessibility. This 
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was found in both the 9/11 and central park condition, and so there was no video/imagery 

interaction. Also, the fantasy mental imagery did not eliminate the 9/11 video-induced 

dissociation as we originally predicted.  This may have been because the traumatic images of 

flight found in the 9/11 film overpowered the potential death anxiety-assuaging effects of the 

flight imagery task. 

 While none of our additional moderating factors yielded significant results, there were 

several interesting nonsignificant findings. The within-cell correlations looking at American 

identification and dissociation, found a nonsignificant positive correlation, which is directionally 

consistent with our hypothesis that stronger American identification would lead to increased 

dissociation. Additionally, there was no sign of this association in the Central Park condition. 

Future studies, with more participants could be useful to explore this as a possible moderator of 

dissociation. 

 Our hypothesis that death thought frequency would moderate dissociation was not 

supported. In fact, a within-cell correlation found a marginal positive correlation in the 9/11 

condition between death thought frequency and dissociation, which is in the opposite direction of 

our hypothesis.  For future studies, it may be beneficial to consider the content/context of these 

death thoughts in addition to frequency. Why people think about their own death, in addition to 

how often these thoughts occur, could effect how they view death in general. For example, 

someone who is scared to die might think about their own death more often and experience more 

dissociation. However someone with a terminal illness, who has come to terms with their 

inevitable death, also may think about their own death often, but experience less dissociation.
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  Similar to our nonsignificant findings associated with fantasy mental imagery, we 

believe our absorption proneness findings were also due to a ceiling effect caused by the content 

of the 9/11 video. We observed that dispositional differences in absorption proneness predicted 

higher dissociation in the control condition, but in the 9/11 condition levels of dissociation 

seemed to be so high that the association between absorption proneness and dissociation was 

reduced to nonsignificance. We hypothesized that individuals with higher absorption proneness 

would experience less dissociation in response to the 9/11 film because they would benefit more 

from the benefits of the mental imagery task. However, another possible explanation for our 

findings is these participants’ increased ability to immerse themselves in fantasy and take on the 

viewpoint of others could have also made them more vulnerable to dissociative responses as they  

may be more impacted by the film because they feel personally involved/connected to the 

people/events they watch. While this explanation in contrary to our original hypothesis, it raises 

a possible future research opportunity to examine absorption proneness in order to see if certain 

individuals are more likely to take on others’ viewpoints. 

     

End Notes
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All effects reported were unchanged when including flying vs. no flying as a second factor in the 

ANOVA.

Acknowledgment:   Many thanks to Spee Kosloff for all of his help, without which this project 

could never have happened. 
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